
M-2019.156.1-Oh, The Places You'll Go

Student Program Curriculum

BASIC PROGRAM INFORMATION

Host Institution: Chinmaya Mission

Program Title: Chinmaya Mission STARTALK Summer Hindi Camp - 2019

Curriculum Title: Oh, The Places You'll Go

Language(s): Hindi

Language Background: Non-heritage Speakers

Program Setting: Non-residential

Program Type: Blended

Duration: 15 Days

Contact Hours: 105 Hours

Grade(s) of Learners: G3_5

STAGE 1: What will learners be able to do with what they know by the end of the

program?

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

While virtually traveling to three different places in India (Delhi, Jaisalmer, Goa), students will

exchange information about themselves (name, age, where they are from and their family) with

fellow travelers. Students will learn weather, geography, topography, and food of the three places.

In Delhi, they will explore dilli haat enjoying popular street foods, music, arts, and toys. They

will also visit India Gate and the famous Laal Quila and get to know why its important in Indian

history. In Jaisalmer they will visit a famous and only Living Fort in India and get to know about

people living there - their food and lifestyle, watch a traditional puppet show, and go on a camel

safari in the desert.They will spend a day at the famous Baagaa beach in Goa, where they will

explore Goan foods, and build castles in sand and trek near dudhsagar falls. Students will be

able to ask and answer questions regarding their preferences (likes/dislikes) for these various

activities, weather and food at each of the places. At the end of the program, working in small

groups, students will make a video presentation of their most favorite place out of these three, and
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design their own vacation spot stating the weather, activities and food of that place and present it

in a mini travel fair to their classmates and parents.

DAILY SCHEDULE

Timeframe Activity/Content

8:45 a.m. - 9 a.m. Arrival-check in

9 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. All student Yoga and songs(Hindi instruction)

9:30 a.m. - 10:30

a.m.

Learning Period 1

10:30 a.m. - 10:45

a.m.

Snack (Indian Fresh Fruits)

10:45 a.m. - 11:45

a.m.

Learning Period 2

11:45 a.m. to 12:15

p.m.

Lunch (Indian)

12:15 p.m.-

1:00p.m.

Outdoor Recess for all camp games, such as, cricket, piiThuu, chain-

tag, kho-kho

1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. Learning Period 3

2:00p.m. - 2:45 p.m. Clubs - Art, Card Games, Cooking, Pottery, Science, Video-making

(Hindi instruction)

2:45 p.m. - 3:00

p.m.

Recap, cleaning, good-bye.

PROGRAM CAN-DO STATEMENTS: Interpersonal Communication

1. How can learners exchange information and ideas in conversations?

[NH] I can request and provide information

by asking and answering practiced and some

original questions on familiar and everyday

topics, using simple sentences most of the

time.

1. 1. I can ask and answer questions about

personal identity such as name, age,

where I live, in culturally appropriate

ways as I get to know my fellow

travelers.
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2. How can learners meet their needs or address situations in conversations?

Not a focus of the program

3. How can learners express, react to, and support preferences and opinions in

conversations?

[NH] I can express, ask about, and react

to preferences, feelings, or opinions on

familiar topics, using simple sentences most

of the time and asking questions to keep the

conversation on topic.

2. 2. I can express likes, dislikes and

preferences for activities, places,

weather, and food and can ask about

and react to the preferences of others.

3. 3. I can ask and answer questions about

what I and others want to do or where we

want to go and give simple reasons for

my choices (weather, food and activities).

PROGRAM CAN-DO STATEMENTS: Presentational Communication

1. How can learners present information to narrate about their life, experiences and

events?

[NH] I can present personal information about

my life and activities, using simple sentences

most of the time.

4. 4. I can present information about myself,

my family, and my activities.

2. How can learners present information to give a preference, opinion or persuasive

argument?

[NH] I can express my preferences on familiar

and everyday topics of interest, using simple

sentences most of the time.

5. 5. I can state my preference for the place

I want to visit in India (Delhi, Jaisalmer

and Goa) based on the weather,

activities, and food of that place.

3. How can learners present information to inform, describe, or explain?

Not a focus of the program

STAGE 2: How will learners demonstrate what they can do with what they know?

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT TASKS: Interpersonal Communication
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Program Can-Do Statements Performance Assessment Tasks

1. 1. I can ask and answer

questions about personal

identity such as name, age,

where I live, in culturally

appropriate ways as I get to

know my fellow travelers.

Students talk with each other as fellow travelers to find out

each other's name, town, age, school, grade, and interests.

After completing the initial conversations, students repeat

the task multiple times to form common groups based on 1)

where they live, 2) their age/grade, and 3) their interests.

2. 2. I can express likes, dislikes

and preferences for activities,

places, weather, and food and

can ask about and react to the

preferences of others.

Teacher announces three corners. Pictures and /or words

will be posted in each corner depicting the weather, food,

activities, topography of each of the three places explored.

Students are given time to think about which corner they

would like to go to and why. Students go to corners.

Students pair up to share with each other explaining

the reasons for selecting that particular corner. (This

will be done 3-4 times, changing up partners) Students

paraphrase in pairs, telling what the people they have

interviewed have said.

3. 3. I can ask and answer

questions about what I and

others want to do or where

we want to go and give simple

reasons for my choices

(weather, food and activities).

Students pick a place to visit from face down cards. Then

they circulate around to find a partner who is visiting a

different place. They compare/contrast food, weather,

activities and topography of the places. They repeat this

activity 2 more times with different partners. After this,

class is divided into groups of 4, with numbered heads 1

to 4. When specific number is called upon, that number

from each group states a fact about the given city. Teacher

writes down these facts on the board. Several different

rounds are repeated till 10-12 facts about each city are

noted down.

Time permitting students vote on the most popular city

based on the facts gathered.

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT TASKS: Presentational Communication

Program Can-Do Statements Performance Assessment Tasks

4. 4. I can present information

about myself, my family, and

my activities.

Each student makes his/her personal identity card stating

name, age, parents' names, where they live, and activities
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they like to do. They share this information with senior

citizens during field trip.

5. 5. I can state my preference

for the place I want to visit in

India (Delhi, Jaisalmer and

Goa) based on the weather,

activities, and food of that

place.

Working in groups of 4, students prepare a video/report

highlighting things to do and see in a specific region/

their imaginary town. Students carefully select visuals to

support what they will say in their presentations. Students

share their presentations with other groups. As students

listen to each other, they locate the region on a map and

complete a graphic organizer with key information from the

presentations. After completing the task, students repeat

the presentations for their parents by organizing a mini

travel fair.

STAGE 3: What lesson Can-Do Statements and resources will guide the

development of Learning Plans?

LESSON CAN-DO STATEMENTS

Program Can-Do Statement Performance Assessment Task

1. 1. I can ask and answer

questions about personal

identity such as name, age,

where I live, in culturally

appropriate ways as I get to

know my fellow travelers.

1. Students talk with each other as fellow travelers

to find out each other's name, town, age, school,

grade, and interests. After completing the initial

conversations, students repeat the task multiple times

to form common groups based on 1) where they live,

2) their age/grade, and 3) their interests.

Lesson Can-Do Statements

1. I can recognize when someone asks my name by pointing to a name tag. (Interpretive)

2. I can tell my name to my fellow travelers and ask their names. (Interpersonal)

3. I can recognize that the question is about age by pointing to a birthday cake. (Interpretive)

4. I can tell my age and ask my fellow travelers about their age. (Interpersonal)

5. I can identify where I live by pointing to it on a map. (Interpretive)

6. I can tell where I live and ask my fellow travelers where they live. (Interpersonal)

7. I can locate the three places I am visiting (Delhi, Goa, Jaisalmer) on a map of India.

(Interpretive)
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8. I can recognize questions about where I am going by pointing to the place on a map.

(Interpretive)

9. I can tell where I am going and ask my fellow travelers where they are going. (Interpersonal)

10. I can identify an activity I like to do by raising hand when it is announced/shown

(Interpretive)

11. I can tell what I like to do and ask my fellow travelers what they like to do. (Interpersonal)

Program Can-Do Statement Performance Assessment Task

2. 2. I can express likes, dislikes

and preferences for activities,

places, weather, and food and

can ask about and react to the

preferences of others.

2. Teacher announces three corners. Pictures and /

or words will be posted in each corner depicting the

weather, food, activities, topography of each of the

three places explored. Students are given time to think

about which corner they would like to go to and why.

Students go to corners. Students pair up to share

with each other explaining the reasons for selecting

that particular corner. (This will be done 3-4 times,

changing up partners) Students paraphrase in pairs,

telling what the people they have interviewed have

said.

Lesson Can-Do Statements

1. I can identify some food items related to the places I am visiting by pointing to a picture.

(Interpretive)

2. I can tell my preference for the foods and ask others about their food preferences.

(Interpersonal)

3. I can recognize some common weather expressions by pointing to the appropriate picture.

(Interpretive)

4. I can tell my preference for the weather and ask others about their weather preferences.

(Interpersonal)

5. I can identify the different activities which can be done at the three places I am visiting

through pictures. (Interpretive)

6. I can tell my preference for the activities and ask others for their preferences. (Interpersonal)

7. I can identify the topographical differences of the three places I am visiting through pictures.

(Interpretive)
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Program Can-Do Statement Performance Assessment Task

3. 3. I can ask and answer

questions about what I and

others want to do or where

we want to go and give simple

reasons for my choices

(weather, food and activities).

3. Students pick a place to visit from face down cards.

Then they circulate around to find a partner who is

visiting a different place. They compare/contrast food,

weather, activities and topography of the places.

They repeat this activity 2 more times with different

partners. After this, class is divided into groups of 4,

with numbered heads 1 to 4. When specific number

is called upon, that number from each group states

a fact about the given city. Teacher writes down

these facts on the board. Several different rounds

are repeated till 10-12 facts about each city are noted

down.

Time permitting students vote on the most popular city

based on the facts gathered.

Lesson Can-Do Statements

1. I can understand the reasons given by others as to why they want to visit a place by

matching pictures. (Interpretive)

2. I can give reasons why I want to visit a place and ask others about their reasons based

upon food, weather, and activities. (Interpersonal)

3. I can compare/contrast the food, weather, activities and topography of the place I am visiting

with the place my partner is visiting. (Interpersonal)

4. I can state a fact about a place (categories of food, weather, activity, topography) I have

visited when prompted. (Presentational)

Program Can-Do Statement Performance Assessment Task

4. 4. I can present information

about myself, my family, and

my activities.

4. Each student makes his/her personal identity card

stating name, age, parents' names, where they

live, and activities they like to do. They share this

information with senior citizens during field trip.

Lesson Can-Do Statements

1. I can recognize Hindi alphabets and read simple words related to my personal identity.

(Interpretive)
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2. I can read and understand simple questions about my personal identity such as name, age,

parents' names, and town. (Interpretive)

3. I can fill out a form with my name, age, town, and parents' names. (Presentational)

4. I can identify my favorite activities by matching pictures with the appropriate captions.

(Interpretive)

5. I can list my favorite activities by writing/putting captions under pictures. (Presentational)

Program Can-Do Statement Performance Assessment Task

5. 5. I can state my preference

for the place I want to visit in

India (Delhi, Jaisalmer and

Goa) based on the weather,

activities, and food of that

place.

5. Working in groups of 4, students prepare a video/

report highlighting things to do and see in a specific

region/their imaginary town. Students carefully

select visuals to support what they will say in their

presentations. Students share their presentations with

other groups. As students listen to each other, they

locate the region on a map and complete a graphic

organizer with key information from the presentations.

After completing the task, students repeat the

presentations for their parents by organizing a mini

travel fair.

Lesson Can-Do Statements

1. I can read simple captions under photos of the places on a travel brochure. (Interpretive)

2. 2. I can recognize some details when others tell me about the food, weather, and activities

pertaining to their favorite place to visit by completing a graphic organizer. (Interpretive)

3. 3. I can make a simple video/brochure using pictures of food, weather, and activities

pertaining to my favorite place to visit and write captions under the pictures. (Presentational)

INTERPRETIVE MODE/RESOURCES

What will learners understand, interpret, and analyze to prepare themselves to meet the program

Can-Do Statement and accomplish the performance task stated above? Name language- and

culture-specific resources that students will listen to, read, and/or view.

Delhi -

1. 10 GREAT PLACES TO VISIT IN DELHI NCR | 
दि्लली

 
के

 10 
सबेस

 
अ्चेछ

 
स्थान:

 https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHmoYbPTPIk

2. Best Street Foods in Old Delhi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Azgm71ASnMs
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3. Article on delhi food :http://www.delhitourism.gov.in/delhitourism/hindi/eating_out/

purani_delhi_food.jsp

4. Delhi Zoo Hindi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sagRMX1o49s

5. Delhi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lU3VPvXexa8

6. Chandni Chowk Food - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSti4bZtA2U

Goa

1.Goa Tourism Places - Article in Hindi -https://www.deepawali.co.in/

goa-tourism-places-visit-hindi-%E0%A4%97%E0%A5%8B

%E0%A4%B5%E0%A4%BE-%E0%A4%A6%E0%A4%B0%E0%A5%8D

%E0%A4%B6%E0%A4%A8%E0%A5%80%E0%A4%AF-%E0%A4%B8%E0%A5%8D

%E0%A4%A5%E0%A4%B2.html

2. Goa - Hindi Article - Article: http://hindi.webdunia.com/india-foreign-tourism/holiday-

destination-goa-117122000045_1.html

3. Goa - 10 unusual things to do Hindi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3W0Pp9ybcNw

4. Goa - 10 Free things to do article with good pictures - https://www.makemytrip.com/blog/hindi/गोवा-मंे-केंर-फ्री-चीेंज़
5. Goa Food with Vinod Dua - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sk7w-QUerto

6. Goa Food - Very good video Veg food in Hindi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=uGGEmZzTupQ

Jaisalmer -

1. Hindi article about Jaisalmer sightseeing : https://www.deepawali.co.in/jaisalmer-tourist-

places-visit-hindi-%E0%A4%9C%E0%A5%88%E0%A4%B8%E0%A4%B2%E0%A4%AE

%E0%A5%87%E0%A4%B0-%E0%A4%B8%E0%A4%BF%E0%A4%9F%E0%A5%80.html

2. SigGoa - htseeing Jaisalmer Hindi article : https://navbharattimes.indiatimes.com/travel/

destinations/places-to-visit-in-jaisalmer/articleshow/65039892.cms

3. Sightseeing: Jaisalmer with Pictures : http://www.mai-yayavar.com/places-to-visit-in-jaisalmer-

hindi-travel-guide/

--- https://cashkaro.com/blog/jaisalmer-rajasthan-best-places-in-hindi/42949

4. Intro about jaisalmer fort: video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGH113hOu84

5. sam ke ret ke Tiile video (Hindi) : https://youtu.be/7Hevx3ZGq0o

6. Jaisalmer Desert Festival - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS9ekef8PBM

7. Rajasthan food article with pictures hindi - https://www.youngisthan.in/hindi/famous-rajasthani-

foods-89054/ ng:

8. Jaisalmer with Pictures : http://www.mai-yayavar.com/places-to-visit-in-jaisalmer-hindi-travel-

guide/
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9. Jaisalmer Best Places in Hindi : https://cashkaro.com/blog/jaisalmer-rajasthan-best-places-in-

hindi/42949

10. Intro about jaisalmer fort: video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGH113hOu84

11. sam ke ret ke Tiile video (Hindi) : https://youtu.be/7Hevx3ZGq0o

12. Rajasthan food article with pictures hindi- https://www.tarladalal.com/recipes-for-Rajasthani-

Naashta-in-hindi-language-16

13. Rajasthani Thaalii Hindi Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_YDneq45v8

14. Rajasthani menu in Hindi at 5:30 video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZWWh2micu8

15. Jaisalmer Tour hindi- Camel Safari, Parasail, Border Visit, Mata Temple, Food at 5:10(daal

pakwan, garlic chutney, bajra khich and kchdiat 8:55, more food at 14:00:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1ESjTjUU0o&t=630s  
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